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SUPERSONIC COMPONENTS FOR USE IN RADAR TRAINERS 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of chis report is to describe ihc principles governing ehe simu- 
lation of radar signals in the supersonic trainer, and to briefly describe the com- 
ponents developed for this purpose at the Radiation Laboratory. 

In a supersonic echo simulating system a piezoelectric crystal submerged in 
a tunk of water is excited with a high power pulse of intermediate frequency 
energy. 7'he compressional waves produced in the liquid are shaped with a 
suitably chosen reflecting surface and spread out over the surface of a reflecting 
map located at the bottom of the tank. Waves reflected from the map impinge 
on the quartz crystal and the voltage produced by the piezoelectric action is 
amplified, detected, and displayed on the usual radar indicator. 

The simulation of radar signals in a supersonic trainer will he achieved if the 
following conditions are met: 

1. 7'he intensity distribution of the supersonic beam is identical with that of 
the electromagnetic beam of the radar set. 

2. The bandwidth of the supersonic system is identical with the bandwidth of 
the radar system. 

3. The width and shape of the supersonic pulse are identical with the width 
and shape of the radar pulse. 

i. The supersonic map reflects supersonic energy in a manner analagous to 
the reflection of electromagnetic waves by cities, lakes, etc. 

5. The slant range of targets in a supersonic system is proportional to the 
cosecant of the angle of elevation at a given altitude, as is true in a radar system. 

6. The minimum altitude of the crystal is equal to the minimum operational 
altitude of the radar set. 
None of these conditions has been fully met in any supersonic trainer designed 
to date, hut in general the simulation has been surprisingly good.* 

II. IHK PIEZOELECTRIC CRYSTAL 

The operating frequency of a supersonic echo simulating system is determined 
by the range requirements. It has been shown both theoretically and experi- 
mentally that in the range of frequencies utilized in supersonic trainers, the 
absorption of supersonic energy in water varies as the square of the frequency. 
In order to obtain ranges of not less than SO miles on ground signals it has been 
found inadvisable to exceed 15 mc. as the operating frequency. 

The specifications for the standard is mc. crystal** require that the plated 
crystal, unmounted, resonate to a frequency of 15,00 mc. * 0.15 mc. The resonant 
frequency is determined in manufacture by measuring the frequency of oscilla- 
tion of an oscillator employing the crystal as the frequency determining element. 
This test requires that the crystal oscillate in an oscillator)' circuit and, in general, 
tests of crystal "activity" are performed with this circuit. This test requires that 
the grid current of the oscillator exceed a specified value. 77iis activity test is 
somewhat arbitrary, however, for "inactive" crystals perform satisfactorily jn 
the supersonic simulation system. The frequency of the mounted crystal in 
water will differ from the resonant frequency as determined above. The resonant 
frequency in the standard "M mount drops to 14.75 * 0.15 mc. The resonant 
frequency of the mounted crystal immersed in a liquid is defined as the frequency 
at which the conductance of the crystal is a maximum. The conductance may 
be readily measured with the General Radio 82I-A Twin-T Impedance Measuring 
Circuit. 

* Sec Radiation  Laboratory Report S--*S. "Ultrasonic Radar Trainer PPI  Photographs 
of a Simulated Bombing Mission over Tokyo"  by P. Rotcnhcrg. 

** Radutinn Laboratory Report S-*5, "Specification» for 15 mc Supersonic Cryscau fot 
Crystal Cartridge» Ttpes * and ~H"  by P. Rosenberg- 
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The crystal u made of quant cut so that the crystallographic x axis is per 
prndicular to the fares of the quartz plate to within 1° at determined by x-ray 
measurement. No tests have been performed to determine bow great an angle 
may be tolerated. After the two plane surfaces of the crystal are ground to approx- 
imate thickness (for at least 100 Kt~.) they are etched to (be desired thickness 
The plating is sputtered on and is baked for at least one hour at 500 C The 
plating is gold rather than any other metal higher in the electrochemical series, 
for in trainer applications the crystal must be submerged in water for long 
periods of time. 

The electrical characteristics of the crystal are obtained for the crystal 
mounted in the crystal cartridge of Fig. 1. In general the Q of a crystal in air 
is quite high. This is no longer true when one face of the crystal vibrates directly 
into a liquid medium, such as water, where the acoustic impedance of the 
medium is of the order of magnitude of the acoustic impedance of the crystal. 

An adequate equivalent electrical circuit of the crystal in the cartridge of 
Fig. 1 is given in Fig. 2. C. is the capacity between the plated areas of the crystal 
plus the capacity between the "high" side of the crystal (back plating, carwhisker, 
and connector plug) and the cartridge itself. Lj and Cs are respectively the 
equivalent inductance and equivalent capacity of the crystal and are related to 
the resonant frequency, <00 , of the crystal by the relation. 

For piezoelectric crystals the ratio of the capacity between the plates of the 
crystal and the equivalent capacity, Cs, a constant. This constant, oc. is approxi- 
mately 140 for quartz. R, represents the "radiation resistance" of the crystal and 
is a function of the medium surrounding the crystal. For the crystal (in the 
mount of Fig. 1), radiating into water, Rs -.- 4J00 ohms, Ca = 20 paf and C« 
— 0.14 auf. From these constants it is apparent that the Q of the crystal denned 
as l/(U„CsRj is approximately equal to 15. 

Cp ^ 

Rs - "RADIATION RESISTANCE" OP CRYSTAL 
Cr. - CAPACITY BETWEEN BOTH FACES OF CRYSTAL 
Lg =■ EQUIVALENT EIECTRICAL INDUCTANCE 
Co - EQUIVALENT ELECTRICAL CAPACITY 

FIG. 2 EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF PIEZOELECTRIC QUARTZ CRYSTAL 
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'I hi- radudon resistance. Rs, is .ilso .I tutu mm of ehe plated areal of the 
piezoelectric crystal. 1'he crystals employed in trainers at the Radiation Labora- 
tory were fully plated on the "front" fate. This face was grounded to the system 
ground by contact with the grounded body of the crystal cartridge. The "back" 
plating has a smaller diameter than that of the front face; the plot of conductance 
vs. hack plating area of Fig. I shows that it is the smallest plated area that controls 
the area of the crystal that actually vibrates. 

Ilu- presence of 113 micromhos conductance at zero area may be attributed 
to the edge effect present because of the large ('_>") diameter plating on the 
front face. The empirical relation between back plating area. A, (in square 
inches) and conductance, G. (in micromhos) is given by: 

G      P.S + 1621A (I) 

1'he effective parallel resistance of the equivalent circuit of Fig. 2 can he 
shown to be given by: 

R'     R, (1 f Q.'Y't <*> 
Thus the validity of this equivalent circuit may he determined by plotting the 
experimentally determined values of R' vs. T ' where 

' \u>„ co /• 

A representative plot is given in Fig. 4. If the equivalent circuit is valid, the slope 
of this curve should he R 5 Qg~. It appears that the value Qs - 15.5 is constant 
in a 2.5 mc hand about the center frequency (15 mc). At frequencies remote from 
the center frequency the effective Qg increases and the equivalent circuit breaks 
down. 

In applications where the bandwidth of the crystal and associated networks 
is of importance (as it is in a supersonic echo simulating system) the crystal 
capacity, C*., is usually tuned to resonance at the crystal frequency, fn addition 
the parallel tuned circuit that results is usually damped with a resistor, Rp. The 
equivalent circuit of crystal and tuning network for a received signal is given 
in Fig. V If EH represents a small voltage induced in the crystal by a supersonic 
wave striking the crystal then the bandwidth of the system is given by a plot 
of expression (.11 as a function of Y 

ay- ^^wm 
(i) Qp'/fpUioCp 

A plot of this expression for at I il) for various values of Qp is given in Fig. 6. 

It can be shown that the bandwidth of this system may be improved by 
reducing the Q of the crystal. This may be done by substituting various liquids 
in place of air in the space behind the crystal in the crystal cartridge. (Sec 
Fig. I.) Although acoustically damping the crystal in this manner does produce 
systems of wider bandwidth, it results in a sacrifice of some of the power that 
v. mi Id normally radiate out into the water. It is possible, however, to increase 
the bandwidth without loss in power. This may be done by interposing between 
the crystal and medium a quarter wave length layer of material of acoustic im- 
pedance, <pc)n, such that: 

: 
i 
i I 

*, 
(V)a m   (Pc)warter ■   <T«'quartz (-1) 
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FIG. * VALIDITY OF EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF FIG. 2. 



I Dr. H. Grayson of the T.R.E. indicated in discussions with the authors ili.it 
successful work «long these lines hid been carried out at T.R.E. hut that as yet 
!'• n i no practical damping material had been obtained for underwater use. I 

FIG. 5 EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF CRYSTAL AM) TUNING NETWORK 

It is also possible that the bandwidth of the crystal may be increased by 
proper design of the crystal itself. The properties of wedge shaped crystals 
have not been investigated, but it is the opinion of the authors that continued 
work on broadbanding should not overlook this line of investigation. When 
the crystal is used in conjunction with an i-f amplifier it is possible to compensate 
for trie narrow band of the crystal by proper design of the band pass of the 
amplifier.* 

III. THE CRYSTAL CARTRIDGE 

The assembly drawing of the type 7B crystal cartridge is given in Fig. 1. 
Detailed prints may be found at the end of the report. The body of the cartridge 
(3) is made of brass. Brass has been chosen because it is easily tooled and can 
stand the deleterious effects of continued underwater use. Stainless steel, alum- 
inum, and plastic bodies have been used, but show no advantages over brass. 
The crystal (2) is kept in place with a large threaded insulating bead (6), which 
•crews down into the cartridge body and forces the crystal against the ledge (9) 
of the front face of the cartridge body. A thin rubber gasket (7) is placed 
between the crystal and the ledge so that the pressure of the large insulating 
bear will provide a watertight seal. Leakage of water through the crystal-ledge 
interface to the back of the crystal has three harmful effects: 

1. The small spacing between crystal plating and cartridge body and the 
conductivity of tap water combine to provide a low resistance shunt across the 
crystal. 

2. Water in place of air behind the crystal results in an increase in crystal 
resistance, R,. 

3. Half the power delivered to the crystal will be dissipated in the water 
behind the crystal. 

* This scheme ii discussed in detail in Radiation Laboratory Report  109), "A Super- 
sonic Echo Simulation System for AN/APQ.T1" by S. Frankel and O. C Grahame. 
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"I best factor* not only add luuy elements to the crystal, but serve to change 
the- impedance of the crystal ami hum detune the matching networks that deliver 
|*mcT to the crystal. 

(me end o( a fine silver catwhisker (1 I touches lightly on the gold plating 
of the crystal. Ihr other end is soft soldered n> the connector plug (5) that 
leads the Is* nu voltage to the crystal. Another small insulating head (4) sup- 
ports the connector plug in place. Mo'es arc provided in the upper and lower 
heads to allow insertion of a tool to facilitate assembly. "In make the crystal 
cartridge watertight at the connector plug end. melted paraffin is usually poured 
through these holes into the space between the beads. To further reduce the 
possibility of leakage through the upper bead, a rubber adapter gasket (Hi may he 
employed which fits over the connector plug. I In- space between the large 
insulating bead and the crystal is normally filled with air. This space may he 
filled with suitable liquids for the purpose of acoustically damping the crystal. 
A table of values of crystal (.> under various loading conditions is given in Fig. "\ 

rUck looting Medium Propagation Medium RtdUlion Retiifnce et 
air water 4.5K IM 
meth) Irin' itkiiile water MJK 4.2 
mineral tiil water 10.0K 6.9 
castor oil water 10.2K 6.8 
air carbon tetrachloridc 4.7K 14.5 
air acetone 2.85K 24.1 
air methyl alcohol MB 22.9 
air chloroform 4.4K 15.6 
air ethyl acetate MK 17.J 
air trimethyl hromide 6.8K 10.» 
air glycerine UK 10.9 
air ethyl alcohol UK 21.5 

Frequency—14.75 mc 
Rack Plating Diametei —26/64" 
Front Plating Diamete r—' i" 

Fig. 1 Q of Quartz Crystnl I mder Various Loading Conditions 

Certain problems in transducer design have arisen that are not met by 
the transducer described. When high intermediate frequency voltages are 
applied to the crystal the contact between the whisker and gold plating öfter 
open circuits. This is due to a "burning" at the gold plating at the point of 
contact. 1'he cause of this "whisker burnout" had not been determined at the 
close of the war. 1'he burnout may he due to arcing between the whisker and 
plating when the piezoelectric crystal contracts. The burnout may he reduced 
by shaping the whisker contact as shown in Fig. 12. In this way the area of 
contact is increased and burnout' is rarely observed, the old type whisker 
design is given in Fig. IS. 

The use of the thin rubber gasket to render the crystal-ledge interface water* 
tight requires careful assembly and, in general, this scheme has not oeen wholly 
satisfactory. Further work, perhaps along the line of special adhesive*, should 
be done on the crystal-ledge bond. 

One of the most serious drawbacks of the transducer is the presence of the 
phenomenon of "ringing". When a high powered pulse excites the crystal, the 
crystal appears to vibrate after the pulse for a period at times as great as ISO 
microseconds. This "ringing" is not directly observable on a synchroscope, but 
if a high gain amplifier is connected across the crystal (as must be dune In a 
supersonic trainer)   the ringing appears as a block of saturated signals.    The 

, 
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ringing' time increases as the power to the crystal is increased.   These spurious 
signals are ohjectionahte in the trainer for they mask return signals at short ranges. 

No adequate solution to this problem has heen found.   It is believed that the 
"ringing" cannot he accounted for by the natural decrement of the crystal. 

IV. THE REFLECTOR 

The supersonic beam from the crystal must be properly shaped to simulate 
the electromagnetic beam of the radar. Certain fundamental limitations, how- 
ever, render perfect simulation impossible. To retain the geometrical corre- 
spondence between a radar and a supersonic system, it would be necessary to 
operate the supersonic system at radar frequencies. Both our inability to generate 
supersonic energy in liquids at radar frequencies, and the high absorption of 
superSonics in liquids rule out such a system. Even were such operation possible, 
we would be forced to adhere rigidly to a change in scale and a JO cm radar an- 
tenna would have to he replaced by a crystal only 0.00013 cm. in plated area! 

Because of the frequency limitation imposed by the range requirements for 
supersonic trainers, 15 mc. has been the maximum frequency of operation. Thus 
it is not impossible to retain the radar ratio of wave length to antenna diameter. 
A ten-wave length antenna would be 0.1 cm in diameter on the supersonic scale. 
The diffraction pattern of a 0.1 cm crystal, however, would have objectionable 
side lobes and therefore it is necessary to use larger crystal platings. Employing 
a 1.0 cm crystal, however, results in a diffraction pattern where the Fresnel region 
extends out to 100 miles and hence we are no longer reproducing the radar case. 
In addition our antenna would now be approximately one mile high. 

In practice a circular crystal plating approximately 0.9 cm in diameter was 
employed in the supersonic trainers. The above plating shape and plating 
dimension is not considered the optimum in design, but was chosen for reasons 
intimately connected with the "crash program" for which the crystal and crystal 
cartridge were designed. 

1 RADAR MILE  = 1  CM ON SUPKRS0NIC  SCALE 

■ / y J > ;'^.' ZZ 

'POINT SOURCE"  RADAR ANTENNA 1CM CRYSTAL 

FIG.  8    COMPARISON  OF RADAR AND SUPERSONIC  BEAMS 
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■ 
Fig. N t niiip.iri v A r.itr.ir beam and the idealized supersonic beam of a 1.0 cm 

t rysial. The outlines of the heam if present the half power points in the patterns. 
If we .1. I.IIC the beam width as the angle subtended by lines from the half power 
points to the tenter of the antenna or crystal, then it appears that the radar beam 
width is independent of range and is approximately \ degrees. The supersonic 
heam width is however identical with the radar heam width at only one range and 
in general varies contangentially with range. It is obvious that at a range of five 
miles the heam width would he 11A degrees while at a range of ?7 miles it would 
be one degree. In order to simulate the radar beam a crystal plating varying in 
width range would he required. Since the supersonic beam is not truly a colinear 
heam as shown in Fig. 8. such a shape plating would be difficult to calculate. 

The above remarks are particularly related to the beam width of a crystal 
for a heam of conical, ellipsoidal, or rectangular cross section. However, it is 
often necessary to provide other beam shapes. The major burden of beam simu- 
lation in designing trainer systems has fallen on the simulation of the "cscW, 
antenna employed in the AN/APS-H and AN/APQ-li radar sets. The function 
of this antenna is to provide essentially constant returned signal power inde- 
pendent of range. 

We will digress a moment, to examine the characteristics required of such 
an antenna. The power at x. (Figure 9), due to an antenna at point P at 
altitude h, is given by: 

where I" <" i is the distribution of the antenna.   If the reflecting particle at % has 
a scattering cross section k„ then the return intensity P •< given by: 

(6) 

From Figure 9 we have r      hcxD, and if P is to be constant (equal to k. ■ and 
independent of range we have: 

p(0)> 
J*, 

esc1©" Kt esc- e <7> 

where K is not a function of ". 1'hus the requirement on an antenna that is to 
provide constant return signal for objects of equal scattering coefficient at any 
range is given by equation 7. It can be shown that the requirement of constant 
illumination along the ground is identical with  the requirement of constant 

FIG.  9    COORDINATES FOR REFIECTOR DERIVATION 
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returned signal. In order to simulate this r.t.l.ii beam, a reflecting surface that 
would spread the direct beam from the crystal over the specified range was 
required. 

The first reflectors were hand made of "dur.il" and gave satisfactory dis- 
tribution as determine«! from the appearance of a supersonic map on a PP1. They 
were made by trial and error methods with a rough theoretical curve as a guide.* 
They could not however he duplicated by an industrial process. The desiied 
illumination could be approximated, however, by the use of sections of glass 
lenses that could be readily manufactured. The urgent need for some sort of 
reflector resulted in the use of these "spherical" glass reflectors that were usually 
convex in the plane 'if elevation and slightly concave (to provide some focusing 
action) in the azimuth plane. A photograph of this reflector is given in Fig- 
ure MB. 

These reflectors were not satisfatcory, but at that time no method tor grind- 
ing glass surfaces to more complicated shapes had been developed. During this 
period the theoretical shape of a reflecting surface that would provide a esc- 0 
pattern had been determined. This curve was designed for a crystal of rectangular 
plating; it was only an approximation, for the analysis did not include the absorp- 
tion in the medium or the finite dimensions of the crystal.    The equation for 

the surface is given by y      In f 1   f ■    f J'/i^JC* 

1 he development at the Bell and Howell Co., Lincolnwood, HI., of a 
pantograph cutting process made possible the production of specially shaped 
glass reflectors. The first reflector made by this process followed the theoretical 
curve, hut the inadequacy of this curve, especially for circular crystal platings, 
resulted in slight modifications in the final production model. The production 
curve gave satisfactory coverage, but in general the return at short ranges was 
too intense. By the end of the war, a pantograph grinding and polishing machine 
had been set up at the Radiation Laboratory and curves of various types were 
being made. 

1'hc pantograph grinding and polishing machine set up at Radiation Lahora* 
tory was constructed by modifying a Gorton three dimensional pantographic 
miller. The milling cutter was replaced by a grinding or polishing wheel. The 
guide arm of the pantograph is made to follow a metal cam cut by hand to cor- 
respond to a predetermined reflector curve. A special slow speed drive was 
installed for final polishing. It was found advisable to modify the guiding 
mechanism of the pantograph by the installation of a motor driven reciprocafor 
to eliminate the striations that appeared in the glass reflector. The reciprocating 
motion was parallel to the axis of rotation of the grinding wheel. One could 
dispense with this reciprocating motion only by careful choice of grinding mix- 
ture and skillful manipulation of the guiding arm For production purposes at 
the Hell and Howell Co. and at the Radiation Laboratory the recipracator was 
always employed. 

It could be shown that if the absorption of the medium were taken into 
account in designing a constant return system, the required distribution would he 
gisen by: 

p<o)-K2csc*eeshcac9 ,„, 

where 2 was a measure of the absorption of the medium. In this case the dis- 
trihution would not be independent of altitude, h. To determine the reflector 
curse (HI a 10 mc- system a graphical integration was carried out. A glass reflector 
Ml made trom this curve at the Radiation Laboratory. It gave very uniform 
ground coverage when used with a *H" X ' K" rectangular crystal plating. It was 
designed to throw energy out to 100 miles at an altitude of 22,000 feet. The 
signal to noise fit in with this reflector was not completely satisfactory, for de- 

I IHM   i .ir i\   experimental   reflet mr*  «ere  made   hy   Sat.   R- 
-r  ..... .:  , ,i    at   the    K.l.i Min ill    I  ,llnir.il<ir\ 

P.   BUnchard   who  was 
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CRYSTAL 
P       R 

FIG.   11  GEOMETRY OF REFLECTING SYSTEM 

signing the curve for 100 mile coverage reduced the overall signal level. It if 
believed that a redesign of this reflector on a more conservative basis (say 85 
miles) would improve the signal intensity. The reflector curves are given in 
Fig. 10A. Curve A is the hand tooled reflector of R. P. Blanrhstrd. Curve B is the 
theoretical curve neglecting the absorption in the medium. Curve C includes 
absorption at 10 mc in water. All curves are indicated for 50 mile coverage; 
curves B and C are identical at long ranges within the precision of the plot. A 
photograph of the Bell and Howell reflector is given in Fig. 10B. 

Range distortion is introduced by the large physical size of the crystal and 
by the shape of the reflector. From Fig. 11 it appears that the effective slant 
range is given by r, + "i whereas the true slant range is R if the center of the 
optical system is located at P, the center of the crystal. Similarly for zero ground 
range, the true slant range is R. rather than r, -| h . The range error A 

R — (r - h ) is not constant for all ranges and therefore no simple correction 
can be made to reduce the range error to zero. In order for the reflector to cover 
targets at zero ground range it becomes necessary to move the axis of rotation 
from PQ to RS. In this way the true slant range equals the effective slant range 
at zero ground range. The geometry of the "offset" situation is given in Fig. 12, 
where R is the true slant range with point P as the effective origin. The mini- 
mization of range error is most important at short ranges if the trainer is to be 
used effectively for radar bombing training as well as for radar navigation 
training. From Fig. 12 it is apparent that the range error A' = R' — (r'+h') 
is negative for all ground ranges greater than zero. It has been found possible 
to reduce the error at short ranges by introducing an electrical delay into the 
range sweep of the radar set. If the sweeps are started after the crystal is pulsed 
by a time equal to the time of traversal of the supersonic pulse from P to T, then 
the effective height of the crystal i» placed at T. The range error expression 
now become»: 

A' = R'— <r' — h') — D. 

IS 
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If It were made equal to II the distant c from the crystal tn the rne of the 
reflector, then the range error would he zero at zero ground and positive for all 
range« greater than zero. The magnitude of the range error at shun range* is 
lev« if the electrical delay is introduced. The error* at short range* may he 
averaged if I) is made slightly less than II. Fig. l.i shows a plot of range error 
\v range for various amounts of electrical delay.* 

The introduction of an electrical delay does by no means eliminate the range 
error completely. The only solution to the range error problem involves the 
generation of a very small source of supersonic energy. One would expect the 
range error of the K.csca0£ K reflector to be less than that of the Bell and 
llowell reflector, for the energy spread over short ranges originates from a smaller 
*rva at the toe of the reflector. 

Work on the development of a concave reflector that would decrease range 
errors was halted at the end of the war. In this type of reflector (Fig. 13), the 
rays from the crystal cross through a small area about P. If PQ is made the axis 
of rotation of the system, and if an electrical delay approximately equal to 
AR • RP is introduced into the system, the origin of the energy appears at P 
and both the magnitude and spread of range errors should he reduced. 

In designing a reflector mount, certain practical difficulties are encountered. 
Most of these difficulties were eliminated in the final reflector mount used in 
the Faglc Trainer. The mount must he designed so that it docs not get in the 
path of the supersonic beam. If this is not done energy reverberate« between the 
crystal and mount and although the fraction of the total energy reflected may he 
small it is usually greater than signal energy returned from small targets at close 
range. The reflector mount must also he designed to allow tilting the reflector 
sn that adjustment may be made to obtain best reflector coverage. In addition, 
an adjustment must he provided so that the position of the toe of the reflector 
may be accurately located- If the toe of the reflector protrudes beyond the 
supersonic beam, the range of coverage will not extend in to zero ground range. 
If the toe of the reflector docs not cut off the major fraction of the beam, a high 
powered altitude signal  (direct signal from the map) will be received.    If the 

CRYSTAL 

FICJ. 12 GEOMETRY OF REFIECTOE SYSTEM VITH OFFSET 

* This data wit taken nn an Eaaje Supersonic trainer equipped with a Bell and Hnwrll 
reflector. Measurements were made under the direction of it J. B. Hifflcy with an A & R 
scope and arc reprcsentaiise of ihe type of ranne error cur\c obtained. 
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energy received in ihii way ii not retimed 10 a minimum, there will he sufficient 
energy pauing hy the nie to travel back and furih between the crystal or trysal 
cartridge and the "ground" directly below the cryital. Thui a lerin of equally 
spaced reflection« will appear and will show up as consecutive "altitude rings" 
on the PPI. To eliminate reflections from the surface of the water, a "visor" 
<see Fig. 10B) is employed. The Bell and Howell reflector is shown in Fig. IOB. 
An old style reflector mount is shown in these photographs. 

V. THE REFLECTING MAP 

A property designed reflecting map should simulate radar signals and radar 
dimensions. Since it is not desirable to change the sweep speeds and timing 
circuits in the radar indicator, the scale of the map must be determined by the 
ratio of velocity of electromagnetic waves in air to the velocity of supersonic 
waves in the liquid employed as the propagation medium. Although it is not 
difficult to adhere to this scale factor in the ground plane, it is most difficult to 
construct a map that will truly represent the height of cities, mountains, river 
banks, etc. For example, a group of 100 foot factory buildings would have to be 
represented by a layer of reflecting material only .006" high. It has been found 
that various levels of signal return from cities, mountains, ground, and bodies 
of water, cannot be obtained merely by choosing reflecting materials with dif- 
ferent acoustic impedance, for the spread in values of acoustic impedance for 
solids is not very great. In addition, at a wave length of .01 cm, small particles the 
si» of factories do not reflect in a directional manner but act as scattcrers. For 
these reasons the siae of cities on the map must be greatly exaggerated if we are 
to receive signall 'rom them at a great distance or if we are to distinguish them 
readily from the lower level ground return signals. 

The earliest maps used in supersonic trainers were made of plate glass.* 
The simulation of ground return was obtained by sprinkling fine sand over a 
coating of varnish on the glass. Cities were built of small glass beads and 
carborundum. The glass itself served to simulate water areas. The main faults 
in these maps were: 

1. The maps were not desirable for continuous underwater use: the varnish 
bond between sand and glass would loosen after long immersion. 

2. The exaggerated sin of cities resulted in the production of undesirable 
"shadows". 

3. Mountain areas could not be efficiently simulated. 
i. Glass maps were naturally fragile and difficult to ship. 
Another type of map** especially suited for the simulation of mountain 

areas, was the flexible plastic "waffle" relief map. A short description of the 
construction of this map will serve to indicate its properties. 

A sheet of aluminum is fashioned into a relief model of the geographic area 
hy means of a "rcliefograph" machine. The "reliefograph" which was developed 
at Aero Service Corporation, Philadelphia, specifically for this purpose consists 
of a small motor-driven trip-hammer which reciprocates vertically and rapidly, 
and which hammers the aluminum sheet into the desired shape. The effective 
depth of the stroke of the small hammer is accurately determined by a hand con- 
trol which can be set to correspond to the altitude of any desired contour line. 
The contour lines of the desired map, drawn to the supersonic scale, are printed 
directly upon the aluminum sheet. The hammer mechanism enables the hammer 
to be guided by hand along any given contour line.   The aluminum sheet is thus 

* Sec Radiation Lanoraiory Reporn: M-181, "Handbook of Instructions for the Prepara- 
tion of Maps for the H .X Supersonic Trainer," by W. R. Carmody; M-20S. "Handbook of 
Instructions for the Preparation of Mountain Maps for the H ,\ Supersonic Trainer." by 
U   R. Carmody. 

'A report on the latest waflle map aevclopments is that of the Aero Service Corp. sub- 
mitted Oct. 1, 194«. entitled "12' z 16' Ultrasonic Relief Model". 
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hammered into a three dimensional relief model of the terrain represented hy 
the contour line. 

From the aluminum master, a master mold of plaster-of-Paris-like material 
is cast in one V x 6' piece. This master mold serves to form the plastic sheets 
into the finished relief model. The plastic is a hard opaque vinylite in the form 
of a sheet .010 inch thick. The plastic sheet is heated cither hy hot water or hy 
infra-red lamps, and simultaneously pressed into the plaster-of-Paris mold. The 
edge* of the vinylite sheet are clamped air-tight all around, and the air is evacu- 
ated between the plastic sheet and the plaster-of-paris. 

'I he resulting three dimensional map is treated as are the glass maps to 
obtain sanded ground areas, cities, lakes, etc. 

The advantages of the waffle maps are: 
1. They provide better simulation of mountain areas. 
2. They are flexible and light and therefore easily shipped and less subject 

to breakage than the glass map. 
1'he disadvantages of this map are: 
1. The return from the water areas is greater than in the case of the plate 

glass map and thus the range of signal level is reduced. 
2. The density of the plastic is not sufficiently greater than the density of 

water to allow for stable positioning in the tank. 
i. While the dimensional stability of a flat vinylite sheet is almost as good 

as the stability of a glass plate, this is no longer true of the stability of the cast 
waffle map in the vertical plane. No tests have been made on the stability of the 
waffle map in the ground plane. 

■i. The size and shape of the "reliefograph" trip hammer and the "pulling" 
of the aluminum sheet limit the fineness of detail that can be built directly into 
the map. 

The latest map development* is that of the Sullivan-Meade Co. of Chicago. 
It is cast from Thiokol, a synthetic rubber. 

The finished map is one-quarter inch thick at sea level, with the relief areas 
cast solid. It is mounted on a canvas back which is equipped with handles and 
hang-up loops. A six- by four-foot map weighs about sixty-three pounds, and 
rolls into a tight bundle for shipping. This material can he stretched out of 
shape and when laid flat will resume its previous contours. 

Its dimensional stability, although not as yet tested with instruments, seems 
to be good, both horizontally and vertically. The specific gravity of the material 
is considerably higher than water, so it hugs the bottom of the tank. 

The supersonic ground return is cast into the surface of the Thiokol by 
means of a roughened mold. Cities are made up on wire mesh or nylon, generally 
b> sewing beads to the fabric, which is in turn sewed to the map. To alter the 
appearance of cities, headed pins can he stuck into the map. 

The process includes the making of the original relief map, preferably by hand, 
with wax on a glass plate. A negative is then cast in plaster or dental stone. 
The roughened surface is provided by sprinkling the original with Farina, which 
can then he washed out of the hardened plaster, leaving pits. The Thiokol is 
puddled into the plaster negative, and no pressure is required. Heat speeds up 
the curing process, but is not necessary. 

S. FRANKEL 
P. ROSENBERG 
Dec. 1,1945 

♦ This material is abstracted from informatiun furnished hy R. A. Roberts 
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